Alignment of human behavior is a well-documented phenomenon, however, the factors which influence its direction and magnitude are not firmly established. Conversational partners align on a variety of speech factors including word choice, syntax, and rate of speech. The present study examines factors which lead to alignment of fundamental frequency (F0), colloquially known as pitch. Subjects (Speakers) complete a puzzle task which requires them to communicate with a partner (Model). The Model's F0 is manipulated to either converge towards or diverge from that of the Speaker, whereas a control condition does not change the Model voice. The Speaker is recorded throughout the interaction (Task); baseline (Pre-task) and final (Post-task) recordings are also taken. Speakers' F0 is measured at each time-period to determine the direction and magnitude of alignment. In a separate session, naïve subjects (Listeners) assess the similarity between the Speaker's speech over time and the Model. A personality survey examines which factors serve as reliable predictors of alignment. Speakers are found to deviate from the Model in 
Introduction

Overview
Alignment is salient in human behavior. Human beings are sociable animals and we are interdependent on one another for food, shelter, and companionship. We engage in the use of simple and complex behaviors alike in response to the actions of others with whom we interact.
Our actions-or reactions to the behavior we observe around us-are largely an effortless process. In many cases, such behaviors are automatic and outside of conscious awareness.
The scientific literature contains numerous examples of alignment in behavior. Richardson and colleagues (2007) examined alignment between randomly assigned pairs seated in adjacent rocking chairs. The researchers found that participants would synchronize the rate at which they rocked so that the pair would move forward and backward at the same time. This alignment of rocking behavior was observed even between members of pairs who were instructed to rock at their individually preferred tempo, as opposed to instructions explicitly requiring the pair to rock in synchronization.
Our tendency to align is automatic and can be extended to incidental behaviors that occur without us being fully aware of our engagement. Chartrand and Bargh (1999) researched the "Chameleon effect," in which people mimic the behavior of those around them. They discovered that participants would mimic the bodily actions, such as face rubbing and foot shaking, as well as the facial expressions of confederates, even though these behaviors were in no way related to the picture-describing task at hand. The researchers took these results as support for a link between prior perception and subsequent behavior. The take-home message is that alignment is both natural and normal. This phenomenon often occurs in behaviors of which we are unaware that can be observed in everyday life. Observe at a lecture whether people in attendance align in behaviors such as note taking, head scratching, and clapping at the end of the presentation. The present study examines alignment in speech and places a magnified focus on pitch.
Types of Alignment
The term alignment, in this study, refers to a change in behavior on the part of one person in response to the observed behavior of a partner in an interacting dyad. This definition is unique to the current paper, and is more inclusive than the term accommodation which is used extensively in the literature to refer to imitative behavior (e.g. Babel & Bulatov, 2011; Gregory & Webster, 1996; Gijssels et al., 2016) . For this study, alignment itself does not specify how the behavior changes. The current investigation examines three types of alignment which each define a unique direction of the change in behavior.
Convergence (see Figure 1 ): One person changes their behavior in such a way that it becomes closer to that of their partner than before the interaction along some dimension. The aforementioned studies depict this type of alignment. Matching the rate of rocking in adjacent chairs (Richardson et al., 2007) and mimicking the body language and facial expressions of a partner (Chartrand & Bargh, 1999) both consist of people increasing the similarity of their behavior in relation to their interactive partner. In speech, this type of alignment is evident in the research of Pardo and colleagues (2012) , which found that the perceived similarity in the speech of male undergraduate roommates increased over the course of the semester.
Divergence (see Figure 2 ): The opposite of convergence, namely, a change in behavior that results in an action that is further from that of a partner than before the interaction along some dimension. A speech related example can be found in a study conducted by Chen and colleagues (2010) , in which participants received manipulated auditory feedback of their own speech. The researchers found that speakers were more likely to produce opposing (diverging) responseschanges in their pitch in the opposite direction of the shift-than following (converging) responses. In this case, the sole participant's sensory feedback filled the role of the interactive partner that is used in more conventional studies of vocal alignment.
Neutral (see Figure 3 ): A third type is not alignment per se, but an alternative to convergence and divergence. There is no net change in the difference between individuals along some dimension of behavior. Fusaroli and colleagues (2012) illustrated two types of alignment for speech which may help to clarify this type. The first, local linguistic alignment, can be defined as one person adapting to the way that another person talks. This type has no local linguistic alignment. The second, global linguistic convergence, is the alignment of a set of shared expressions between conversational partners. This global feature is also absent in this type of alignment because the individual is not making a change in either direction in response to their partner's behavior. 
Speech
There are several ways in which alignment manifests in human speech behavior. The process can be seen in two different levels of speech: discrete and continuous (Gijssels et al., 2016) . These two categories identify how the feature of speech is measured. Each contains several features of vocal behavior-such as word choice, syntax, and rate of speech-which are subject to alignment. Many of these features have been examined in prior research.
Discrete.
Features of speech which fall under this category are measured with a finite set of values. Examples include word choice (e.g. choose between two synonyms such as tasty or delicious) and syntax (e.g. use either active or passive voice). Alignment in a discrete dimension measures whether speakers use language which either mimics their partner or deviates in binary fashion. For word choice, participants converge when they utilize the same words that their partner just produced-local linguistic alignment-and a pair of participants may converge towards one another by adopting a shared set of expressions, global linguistic convergence (Fusaroli et al., 2012) . Convergence of syntax requires that a member of a conversational dyad utilize the same grammatical structures as their partner (e.g. Kaschak et al., 2011) . Divergence in these features of speech would entail progression of the interaction with increasing differences in word choice and syntax. In both cases, the direction of alignment depends upon whether speakers use the same or different language, with no middle ground.
Continuous. This category of speech features elements which are measured quantitatively with an infinite set of possible values. Examples include rate of speech (faster or slower) and pitch (as a frequency, measured in Hertz). Alignment in this dimension measures whether the quantitative difference between speakers changes over the course of an interaction.
Convergence in rate of speech entails interlocutors moving closer to matching one another in the number of words/syllables produced per unit of time, whereas divergence entails a gap between the individuals' production speed as the interaction progresses. Alignment in pitch is assessed in a similar fashion. Convergence describes the process of a speaker moving closer towards the pitch of a partner as the pair interacts; divergence consists of a speaker changing their pitch so that it is further from matching that of their partner. A neutral response would consist of neither an increase nor decrease in the pitch difference between interlocutors. The degree of alignment in each case can be measured in both direction and magnitude.
Common Priming Mechanism
A question arises in how this process of alignment occurs. Pickering and Garrod (2004) proposed the influential Interactive Alignment Model which attempts to answer this question.
The model suggests that alignment for the various features of speech occurs through a priming mechanism. Interlocutor A's words, syntax, and rate of speech-among other features-are perceived by their partner, interlocutor B. The exact language chosen by interlocutor A is subsequently activated in the appropriate regions of interlocutor B's brain. Now the language which A uses is primed in B's cognitive network so that when B speaks, A's language is closer to the activation threshold than alternative forms, all else being equal. Therefore, there is an increased likelihood that B will produce the same words, syntax, and rate of speech which were uttered by A. This is a largely automatic process which helps to make the language production process more efficient. Note that Pickering and Garrod (2004) asserted that the priming mechanism is common to both discrete and continuous levels of speech.
The alignment of discrete features of speech is compatible with the Interactive Alignment Model (Kaschat et al., 2011; Fusaroli et al., 2012) . Kaschak and colleagues (2011) , for example, have shown that syntactic structures such as double object (e.g. give the dog a treat) versus prepositional object (e.g. give a treat to the dog) were subject to priming in which producing speech in a setting where one form of syntax was used increased the likelihood of using the same grammatical structure when situated in the same environment. In this case, syntactic structures were being primed within a lone speaker. The Interactive Alignment Model suggests that the speech from other speakers should be subject to this exact priming mechanism ). This appears to be the case; interlocutors have been shown to reuse expressions uttered by their partners and converge on a common vocabulary for task relevant utterances (Fusaroli et al., 2012) .
Furthermore, the literature provides support for the alignment of continuous features of speech via the same priming mechanism (Himberg et al., 2015; Bilbous & Krauss, 1988; Namy et al., 2002) . Himberg and colleagues (2015) , for example, found that interlocutors synchronized their inter-turn intervals (i.e. the time between Speaker A beginning one word and the next, with Speaker B intervening) as they progressed through a story completion task. When considering sex differences in alignment, male dyads converged on utterance length and pauses, whereas female dyads also converged on the total number of words uttered and interruptions (Bilbous & Krauss, 1988) . Namy and colleagues (2002) asserted that the sex discrepancy in vocal accommodation is due to differences in the perceived characteristics of speech that are evident to men and women. This ties back to the Interactive Alignment Model, as speakers were converging on features of speech that they were most readily able to perceive, which is necessary for priming and subsequent alignment .
While the Interactive Alignment Model has significant clout in the psycholinguistic community, the theory does not receive unanimous support. Gijssels and colleagues (2016) challenge the generalizability of Pickering and Garrod's (2004) model to continuous features of speech. Specifically, they do not believe that the priming mechanism adequately accounts for the alignment of continuous features of speech such as pitch. The researchers argued that if pitch were primed, then there should be an increase in alignment as the conversation progressed and effects that last beyond the end of the interaction. But when the researchers examined pitch alignment trajectories and their maintenance after the experimental interaction, they found exactly the opposite (Gijssels et al., 2016) . Namely, alignment in pitch failed to increase in strength over the course of the interaction and terminated instantly once the conversation ceased.
Both criteria for a priming mechanism failed to manifest in pitch alignment.
The challenge to Pickering and Garrod's (2004) model is significant, however, it should be taken with a grain of salt. The Interactive Alignment Model still has much support in explaining the process of alignment in continuous dimensions of speech, such as pitch (e.g. Babel & Bulatov, 2011; Behroozmand et al., 2012; Jones & Munhall, 2000) . But it should be noted that further research is needed on this front and that future studies should work to address potential alternative models. The Interactive Alignment Model provides one potential mechanism by which the alignment process occurs, but it is by no means the only influence acting upon this phenomenon. For example, there is a large body of literature suggesting that social motivation plays a significant role in alignment.
Purpose of Alignment
The Interactive Alignment Model offers a feasible proposal to explain how the alignment process occurs, but does little to explain why we align our vocal behavior. To answer this question, the psycholinguistic community largely turns to the Communication Accommodation Theory proposed by Giles and colleagues (1991) . The theory considers alignment to be an evolutionary response designed to effectively facilitate social interactions by changing social distance (i.e. become either closer or further from being associated with another person). In turn, this promotes more effective communication of social goals and stances between the speaker and listener. While Pickering and Garrod's (2004) model primarily addressed convergence, Giles and colleagues (1991) considered both convergence and divergence with their theory. Convergence emerges as an effort to decrease social distance. Attraction and group cohesion promote converging behavior. On the contrary, divergence serves to increase social distance. This is evident when distinction is prioritized. It is important to note that the theory allows for convergence to occur for some features of speech while other dimensions may experience divergence during the same interaction. The literature is replete with investigations of the role that social factors play in bidirectional alignment.
One social factor which appears to play a major role in alignment is the speaker's attitude towards the listener. A speaker's automatic and social biases concerning their listener or conversational partner predict the degree of alignment, for example (Babel, 2010) . Specifically, positive biases are associated with greater convergence (Babel, 2010) . Similarly, speech convergence in college roommates was moderated by feelings of closeness between the dyad members (Pardo et al., 2012) . The social factors even extend beyond human-to-human interactions. People have been shown to align with computers (Lee, 2010) . Computers perceived to sound more human-like instilled more converging behavior from participants (Lee, 2010) . The takeaway from these studies is that alignment, convergence in these examples, was fueled by the desire to decrease social distance with those who the speaker deemed more attractive (Giles et al., 1991) . Furthermore, once alignment is initiated, it can begin a cycle. Perceived alignment on the part of the listener makes the speaker appear more favorable which, in turn, leads to the listener reciprocating the effort made by the initial speaker (Giles et al., 1973) .
Another area which is implicated in alignment is the realm of social status, societal roles, and hierarchy. A cleverly designed study conducted by Gregory and Webster (1996) examined accommodation that took place between a television news host, Larry King, and his guests.
Lower status guests-as rated by naive third party participants-were found to converge in pitch to a greater degree than higher status guests. Additionally, lower status guests would accommodate to King, whereas King would converge towards higher status individuals. This result may be attributed to the lower status interlocutor needing to gain the approval of the higher status partner (Giles et al., 1991) . A similar hierarchical relationship can be observed in the therapeutic environment, albeit to a lesser degree. Reich and colleagues (2014) found that therapists were more likely than not to lead the pitch shifts. While this trend was nonsignificant, it alludes to a potential hierarchical relationship with the therapist in the dominant role and the patient being relatively submissive.
Societal roles for the two sexes are another factor to consider for alignment. There exists a discrepancy in the literature as to which sex accommodates to a greater degree; some studies depict male speakers exhibiting greater alignment (e.g. Pardo, 2006) whereas others identify female speakers as the greater aligners (e.g. Namy et al., 2002) . Additionally, there are betweengroup differences concerning which features of speech were subject to convergence and divergence (Bilous & Krauss, 1988) . To attempt to explain this discrepancy, Pardo (2006) proposed that the individuals comprising the two sexes may have differently interpreted the task's instructional roles as either dominant or submissive.
Finally, a potentially significant factor, or set of factors, that can serve as a valid predictor of alignment is the Big Five Personality Trait assessment. The five traits-openness, conscientiousness, extroversion, agreeableness, neuroticism-may play a significant role in accommodation (Yu et al., 2013) . The current literature lacks sufficient investigation of this relationship, however, the research that has been conducted suggests that openness is a significant predictor of alignment in voice onset time (Yu et al., 2013) . The interaction of all five traits with one another and speech alignment remains unknown.
The Present Study
The primary aim of the current investigation is to further our understanding of the causes and dynamics of speech alignment. The alignment of F0-a continuous speech characteristicwas measured to address three specific areas of interest:
How does the alignment of one member of a dyad influence the alignment of the conversational partner?
It is difficult to determine causation in real-life social interactions from experimental conversations. For example, in the Gregory and Webster (1996) study, alignment may have occurred for several reasons. Perhaps lower status individuals noticed that King was not converging so they accommodated their host. Alternatively, King may have noticed that his lower status guests were converging so there was no need to accommodate on his part. Perhaps the observed convergence was a mix of both causes.
Does our assessment of alignment change based upon whether we look through an acoustic or perceptual lens?
Both acoustic and perceptual analyses are important for assessing alignment (Miller et al., 2013; Pardo et al., 2013) . The acoustics provide quantifiable changes to specific dimensions of speech. Complimentarily, the perceptual analysis is more holistic in its assessment of alignment and provides a perspective which is more akin to everyday social interactions.
What personality factors and attitudes towards an interlocutor serve as reliable predictors of alignment?
Yu and colleagues (2013) found that greater Openness predicts more convergence in voice onset time. It has yet to be determined whether Openness can predict alignment for other features of speech, or for a holistic assessment. Additionally, Babel (2010) identified positive biases towards a listener or conversational partner as a predictor of greater convergence on the part of the speaker. The current study will assess this relationship with a conversational partner who changes pitch during the interaction.
The experiment designed to address these queries consists of a puzzle which requires cooperation and effective verbal communication between two partners. As the dyad completes the puzzle, the pitch of one speaker's voice is experimentally manipulated in one of three ways with respect to the participant's median F0: convergence, divergence, or neutral (non-shift). All other features of speech are held constant. The direction and magnitude of alignment for the partner who does not make the initial shift is recorded. Prior research verifies the efficacy of puzzle-like tasks for inducing alignment (e.g. Dias & Rosenblum, 2011) . Furthermore, cooperative behavior has been shown to correlate with alignment (e.g. Manson et al., 2013) . The success of the approach in this investigation yields the ability for one interlocutor to influence the accommodation of their partner by manipulating their own pitch alignment. Assessment of alignment occurs in two phases: pitch (acoustic) and holistic (perception) measurements.
Pitch. This characteristic of speech is what listeners perceive when they encounter the sound that speakers produce through their vocal fold vibration (fundamental frequency, abbreviated as F0). Pitch is a critical component of speech which is unique for each person and changes throughout the day (Cooper & Yanagihara, 1971) . This variability allows F0 to be particularly susceptible to alignment behavior. Prior research revealed that the presence of fundamental frequency in an interlocutor's voice led to greater degrees of alignment without manipulating any other features of speech (Babel & Bulatov, 2011) . For the initial phase of the current study, speech alignment is operationalized as participants' changes in pitch which occur in response to the shift of their respective partners.
Holistic. Acoustic measurements, while concrete, do not tell the whole story of alignment. Miller and colleagues (2013) as well as Pardo and colleagues (2013) argue that perceptual analysis is required in addition to acoustic analysis because the former is a holistic measure of accommodation. The researchers suggested that this type of assessment is necessary because alignment serves a social function and people in everyday conversation do not parse speech apart into various phonetic dimensions, but rather, they perceive and produce speech in a holistic manner. The downside to this approach is that it is not as "objective" as acoustic analysis in the sense that there is no unit of measurement like there is with pitch (Hz). In the final phase of the current study, naïve raters judge the perceptual similarity of the partners' speech at different stages of the puzzle task to create a more complete picture of alignment.
I hypothesize that the following will result from my experiments:
Alignment of participants depends upon the alignment of their partner. If the partner converges or diverges, then the participant will follow suit. But if the partner is
neutral, then the participant will still converge, but to a lesser degree than when the partner converges.
When one conversational partner aligns with respect to the other, there may be a change in attitude towards that initial partner and subsequent alignment at the other end of the interaction (Giles et al., 1973) . For convergence, this translates into more positive attitudes and a convergent response to match for the other partner. On the other hand, diverging behavior would lead to more negative attitudes and a divergent response on the part of the other interlocutor. As for the neutral condition, with all else equal, Miller and colleagues (2013) found that people converge towards the specific person with whom they are interacting.
2. The assessment of alignment will remain the same for the acoustic and perceptual measures. If a common priming mechanism does apply to all features of speech , then all features of speech should align in the same direction as each another.
Personality factors and attitudes towards a conversational partner serve as reliable
predictors of alignment. Considering the association between greater Openness and convergence in voice onset time (Yu et al., 2013) , greater Openness should be associated with an increase in speech convergence when all features of speech are taken into account via a holistic assessment. Babel's (2010) findings hinted that positive perceptions of a partner's friendliness and cooperativeness should be correlated with converging speech behavior.
Methods
Phase I
Subjects. Phase I was conducted at a New England college with 42 subjects (mean age = 18.8 years, SD = 0.899; female = 24, male = 16, not declared = 2), to be referred to as Speakers.
All Speakers were undergraduate students at the campus where the study took place.
Additionally, Speakers were all self-assessed as fluent in English and reported no hearing impairments at the time of the experiment. A hearing screening confirmed that all Speakers were at 30 dB hearing level or lower at the time of the experiment. Speakers were compensated with either credit for an introductory psychology course or a gift card at the rate of $10 per hour.
Experimental Design. Each Speaker was randomized into one of three conditions (14 in each) as they interacted with their partner to complete the puzzle task.
1. Convergence: The Model's voice was shifted towards the Speaker's by 10% of the difference between the Model's median F0 and the Speaker's median F0, which was calculated from their five Pre-task recordings.
2. Divergence: The Model's voice was shifted away from the Speaker's by 10% of the difference between the Model's median F0 and the Speaker's median F0; again, this was calculated from their five Pre-task recordings.
3. Neutral: The Model's voice was kept constant at his median F0 for all recordings.
Procedure. Speakers were greeted by the experimenter (Model) upon entering the laboratory. Once consent was obtained, Speakers were seated in a sound proof booth (Whisper Room). The experimenter fitted the Speaker with the headphones and head-mounted microphone. In front of the Speaker was a desk with the puzzle board in the front-center section, monitor in the back-center, and puzzle pieces in transparent cups situated on both sides of the puzzle board. The pieces were arranged by color, with each cup containing all possible shapes of that color to be used in the puzzle task. The experimenter informed the Speaker that he will be in a different room and able to communicate with the Speaker through the headset so that they can complete the puzzle task together. This was deceptive; the Model just listened to the Speaker but then transmitted previously recorded speech to the Speaker's headset. The Model exited the booth. The instructional video was played on the monitor in the sound proof booth.
Pre-task. Once the video ended, the Speaker immediately began the Pre-task. Five pairs of colored shapes were presented, with one pair shown at a time. The Speaker described the colored-shape pair as demonstrated in the video. Their speech was recorded using Praat.
Task. The puzzle task followed the Pre-task. Once the Pre-task speech was recorded, the Model used Praat to assess the Speaker's median baseline pitch from the Pre-task.
In all three conditions, the Model began the Task by playing the first recording, which named the first colored-shape to be placed on the board. The Speaker placed the appropriate piece on their puzzle board, and followed by describing the next colored-shape pair. The Model proceeded by playing the next recording, and this continued in alternating fashion until the puzzle was complete. The Speaker's speech was recorded throughout the entire Task using Praat.
Post-task. The Post-task mirrored the Pre-task. The colored shape pairs were the exact same as in the Pre-task. This portion of the experiment served as a final measurement to determine whether alignment persists upon termination of the interaction. The Speaker's speech was recorded using Praat.
Once the Post-task was completed, the Model retrieved the Speaker from the sound-proof booth. The Speaker completed the lifestyle and abbreviated Big-5 Personality Trait survey (see Appendix A). After completing the survey, the Model informed the Speaker about the deception employed in the study, namely that the Model's speech was recorded prior to the experiment in lieu of the live communication which the Speaker was told would take place during completion of the puzzle task.
Materials. The puzzle which Speakers solved for the cooperative task was a poster board which consisted of an 8 x 5 grid with a total of 40 spaces (see Figure 4) . Each space contained either a pair of colored-shapes, or a single colored shape followed by a piece of Velcro which must be filled in by the Speaker. Puzzle board pieces were wooden and took the form of colored-shapes. Examples include a blue square, green heart, and orange square, among others. Each piece was equipped with a piece of Velcro so that the Speaker may attach it to the puzzle board.
Acoustic stimuli utilized for the puzzle task were speech recordings from the experimenter, to be referred to as the Model. Each utterance was complimentary to the Speakers' puzzle board. The Model recordings revealed to Speakers the correct piece to place on each of the blank Velcro spaces on the puzzle. The form of the Model's utterances was "Next to the *color 1* *shape 1* is a *color 2* *shape 2*". For example, a possible utterance for the Model was "Next to the blue square is a green heart". The acoustic stimuli were presented to Speakers The speech of Speakers was recorded during the Pre-task, Task, and Post-task using a head-mounted microphone (AKG C 250 with AKG MPA VL Micro Mic Phantom Adaptor for 9 to 52 Volts). The microphone was worn simultaneously with the headphones.
Visual stimuli for the Pre-task and Post-task included colored-shape pairs which resembled those on the puzzle board. These stimuli were presented on a monitor (Samsung Model S23C350H) with a Microsoft PowerPoint slideshow presentation. It was these stimuli which were the target phrases used for analysis, as will be described below.
An instructional video was shown to the Speakers prior to the Pre-task using the monitor.
The video provided a visual demonstration of the puzzle task to be completed. Additionally, the video de-aligned the Speaker from the Model (experimenter) prior to the start of the Pre-task.
This was accomplished by having someone other than the Model explain the instructions in the video. It was necessary because Speakers may align speech with the Model in the interaction when obtaining consent. Gijssels and colleagues (2016) reported that alignment occurs immediately after the interaction is initiated. The video brought the Speakers' pitch and other vocal characteristics out of alignment with the Model so that the Pre-task may serve as a baseline from which alignment during the puzzle task could be determined.
An audiometer (AMBCO Model 650 A) was used to assess the level of hearing for each Speaker at the start of the experiment.
Two surveys were administered during the study. The first survey contained an adapted version of an abbreviated Big 5 Personality Domains inventory (Gosling et al., 2003) to assess where Speakers stood on these traits (see Appendix A). The results of the abridged version of the questionnaire are highly positively correlated with those of the full inventory (Gosling et al., 2003) . This allowed for the Big 5 Personality Traits to be assessed given the time constraint of the experiment. Additionally, this first survey also asked Speakers to rate the friendliness and cooperativeness of their partner. The second survey asked Speakers about their language use and demographic information.
The computer software, Praat, was used for manipulating and playing the stimuli as well as recording the Speakers' responses.
Analysis. Fundamental frequency was isolated from the Speakers' speech recordings using Praat. Alignment in each condition was determined based upon whether the Speakers' pitch (Hz) during the Task was closer to the Model than during the Pre-task (Convergence) or further from the Model (Divergence). A non-significant difference in F0 between the Pre-task and Task calls for a Non-Shift on the part of the Speaker. The F0 from the Post-task recordings assessed whether alignment persisted after the Model-Speaker interaction ceased. A RepeatedMeasures ANOVA looked for differences in F0 between groups (Convergence, Divergence, Neutral) and time-periods (Pre-task, Task, Post-task), as well as a possible interaction.
Phase II
A follow-up experiment utilizing perceptual (as opposed to acoustic) analysis was conducted to present a more holistic picture of alignment in response to the experimental manipulation in Phase I. Miller and colleagues (2013) as well as Pardo and colleagues (2013) address the importance of including both types of analyses when assessing phonetic alignment.
The researchers suggested that the sociolinguistic function of alignment relies upon a combination of speech factors perceived in unison which, in turn, leads to changes in speech (Miller et al., 2013) . While fundamental frequency represents one dimension of alignment, it is neither the only one nor is it isolated in everyday interactions. There are a myriad speech dimensions, including, but not limited to intensity, voice onset time, and utterance length, which are simultaneously perceived and factor into alignment. A perceptual study is best able to capture the interaction between these speech characteristics. In sum, Phase I attempts to quantify a concrete change in speech (F0) due to the direction of alignment employed by a conversational partner. Phase II complements the former by examining alignment through a more holistic lens to determine whether we can perceive and respond to shifts in such a way that may have served a useful sociolinguistic function throughout our evolution.
Subjects. Phase II was conducted at the same New England college as Phase I with 16
undergraduates (mean age = 18.8, SD = 0.856, female = 6, male = 9, not declared = 1). The subjects in Phase II will be referred throughout as Listeners. All Listeners were naïve as they were neither participants in Phase I nor were they aware of the experimental manipulation in Phase I. Listeners met the same English fluency and hearing requirements as did Speakers in the prior experiment and were compensated in the same fashion.
Experimental Design. This phase of the study consists of a single condition which required Listeners to judge the similarity of various speech segments taken from Speakers in Phase I relative to the Model. All Listeners performed the same task and were presented the same stimuli, albeit in a different order. Listeners were naïve concerning the Phase I condition (i.e. Convergence, Divergence, Neutral) and time-period during the interaction (i.e. Pre-task, Task, Post-task) from which the stimuli originated. The independent variables were the manipulation to the Model voice in Phase I and the time-period during the interaction. The dependent variable was the degree of perceived similarity as assessed by the Listeners. Due to a discrepancy in the Speakers' phrasing between the different time-periods., the speech tokens chosen for analysis consisted of isolated colored-shapes rather than the full phrase (i.e. "Next to the *color 1* *shape 1* is a *color 2* *shape 2*"). Some Speakers used this full phrasing as instructed in the video, whereas others simply read off the colored-shape pairs (e.g. "blue square -green heart"). In contrast, all Speakers utilized the instructed phrasing during the Task itself. The tokens consisted of isolated colored-shapes (e.g. blue-square).
Five tokens were chosen for analysis which the Speaker uttered during the Pre-task, Task, and Post-task. The specific colored-shapes were chosen because both conversational partners uttered them. This is necessary because Speakers' alignment is based upon their convergence/divergence relative to the Model. In turn, it is important to measure Speakers' alignment on phrases that they utter in common with the Model. Each of the five tokens were a unique color-shape combination. The tokens consisted of the same colored-shapes for the Pretask, Task, and Post-task. They are as follows: The hearing test and language demographic survey for this experiment were the same as those used in Phase I.
Procedure. Listeners were greeted by the experimenter upon entering the laboratory and, after giving consent, filled out the same language and demographic survey as did Speakers in Phase I. The hearing screening followed and was conducted in the same manner as in Phase I.
Only those who met the hearing requirements (same as in Phase I) proceeded in the study.
A program written in Python using the Psychopy platform was used to administer the experimental task. The task consists of a series of trials. Each trial presented the Listener with a trio of acoustic stimuli using an AXB paradigm (see Table 1 ). In each trial, Listeners were initially presented with auditory stimulus A simultaneously with the visual label "First" displayed on the monitor, followed by a 200ms inter-stimulus interval (ISI). The X stimulus was presented next alongside a "Middle" on-screen label, which was then succeeded by another 200ms ISI. Finally, B, was presented with "Last" shown on the screen. The monitor then instructed Listeners to determine whether the first or last recording was most similar to the middle one. Listeners were instructed to make their choice based upon overall similarity. Once Listeners had decided, they inputted their response on the keyboard. An 'f' response indicated that the first stimulus was most similar to the middle, whereas a 'j' response indicated that the last stimulus was most similar to the middle. This concluded one trial. A 500ms inter-trial interval (ITI) succeeded the Listener's response, and the cycle began anew.
Listeners completed a total of 620 trials. The order in which stimuli were presented within a trial was randomized so that each time-period from the Phase I interaction was individually compared to both other time-periods. Additionally, the order in which trials were A X B Speaker utterance from one time-period.
Model utterance of the same token.
Speaker utterance from a different time-period.
presented was randomized so that each comparison was made once and each remaining comparison had an equal chance of being presented next. After completing all the trials, Listeners were compensated for their time in the same manner as in Phase I.
Analysis. Alignment was assessed with a one-sample t-test comparing Listeners' responses relative to chance. If there were no difference between Pre-task, Task, and Post-task stimuli in terms of similarity to the Model's speech, then Listeners would be expected to choose A (regardless of whether it is from the Pre-task, Task, or Post-task) 50% of the time. In each Phase I condition, Speakers were said to Converge if Listeners indicated Speakers' Task utterances to be more similar than the Pre-task utterance to the Model at a rate significantly higher than chance level. In turn, Speakers were said to Diverge if Listeners' responses revealed their Pre-task utterance to be more similar than the Task utterance to the Model at a rate significantly higher than chance level. Alternatively, there was a Non-Shift if the difference between the Listeners' Pre-task versus Task responses was nonsignificant. Alignment was said to persist beyond the interaction in cases of Convergence if Listeners determine the Post-task to be more similar than the Pre-task to the Model at a rate significantly higher than would be expected by chance. Likewise, alignment persisted in cases of Divergence if Listeners assess the Pre-task to be more similar than the Post-task to the Model at a rate significantly greater than would be expected by chance.
Between group differences were assessed with a one-way ANOVA to determine whether perceptions of alignment were influenced by the manipulation to the Model voice. Additionally, correlations were calculated between the alignment as rated by Listeners and the Speakers' personality factors as well as Speakers' perceptions of the friendliness and cooperativeness of the Model. Listeners' assessment of alignment between different time-periods was also determined for Speakers in each group. Furthermore, the patterns of Listener's preference ratings were compared to the changes in fundamental frequency from Phase I to compare and contrast the acoustic and perceptual analyses.
Results
Acoustic.
There was a main effect of time-period (F(2, 38) = 9.686, p < .001, η 2 = .338) on Speakers' pitch (see Figure 5 ). Speakers exhibited higher F0 during the Task compared to the Pre-task (p = .001) and Post-task (p = .001). A post-hoc Tukey LSD analysis showed that Speakers only exhibited elevated pitch during the Task; there was no significant difference between Pre-task and Post-task F0 (p = .325). The means and standard deviations are presented below (see Table 2 ). (see Figure 5) . The means and standard deviations are reported below (see Table 2 ). In turn, there was no interaction effect (F(4, 78) = .700, p = .700, η 2 = .027) of condition and time-period on alignment (see Figure 5 ). The mean F0 values and standard deviations for Speakers in each condition and time-period are shown above (see Table 2 ).
Perceptual.
Listeners rated Speakers as significantly more similar to the Model in later time-periods than at earlier time-periods (e.g. Task is more similar than Pre-task to the Model) when each group was isolated (see Figure 6 ). When comparing Pre-task to Task, Listeners favored the latter significantly more often than chance (t(671) = 2.489, p = .013). For the Task to Post-task comparison, Listeners once again preferred the later time-period by a significant margin (t (671) = 4.482, p < .001). The same pattern was observed when the Pre-task and Post-task were compared (t(671) = 3.148, p = .002). Means and standard deviations for Listeners' ratings are presented below (see Table 3 ). A one-sample t-test revealed that Listeners judged Speakers as trending towards greater similarity with respect to the Model over time in eight of the nine group/time-period intersections (see Figure 6 ), albeit only four were significantly different from chance (proportion of choosing later time-period > .5). These included Speakers in the Divergence group going from Pre-task to Task (t(223) = 3.425, p = .001) and Pre-task to Post-task (t(223) = 2.183, p = .030), as well as .837, p = .404). Only one group/time-period intersection-Speakers in the Convergence group going from Pre-task to Task-was judged to be more similar in the former time-period as opposed to the latter, however, this trend was non-significant (t(223) = -.061, p = .951). Means and standard deviations are reported below (See Table 3 ). Table 3 ). Combined Listeners' ratings of individual Speakers for each condition are reported below (see Tables 4 ). Correlations. Table 5 . Correlations between time-periods and the personality factors. Pearson correlation in each cell (p-values in parentheses). A negative value indicates that the personality factor is significantly associated with less similarity between the comparison time-periods. Asterisks indicate significance at an alpha level of .05 (*) and .01 (**).
The Big Five Personality Traits (adapted from Gosling et al., 2003) were assessed for correlations with Listeners' ratings of Speakers (see Table 5 ). Openness shared a significant association with alignment. Specifically, Openness predicted a decrease in Speakers' perceived similarity relative to the Model between the Pre-task and Post-task (r = -.466, p = .002) as well as between the Task and Post-task (r = -.381, p = .013). There was no significant relationship between Openness and the interval between Pre-task and Task (r = -.034, p = .828). None of the other personality measures-conscientiousness, extroversion, agreeableness, and neuroticismcorrelated with alignment as judged by Listeners. The Pearson coefficient correlations and Table 5 ). Speakers' ratings of Model friendliness and cooperativeness were not significantly associated with alignment between any two time-periods (see Table 6 ). Alignment between two time-periods also predicted alignment with the third (see Table   7 ). Increased similarity, as rated by Listeners, between the Pre-task and Task was significantly associated with decreased similarity between the Task and Post-task (r = -.342, p = .027). On the contrary, the relationship between the Pre-task to Task comparison and the Pre-task and Posttask comparison approached, but did not quite reach, statistical significance (r = .279, p = .074).
The final time-period relationship-Pre-task and Post-task compared with Task and Post-taskyielded a strong positive correlation (r = .466, p = .002). 
Discussion
The goals of the present study were to determine whether alignment on the part of one partner influences the alignment of an interlocutor, to examine the similarities and differences between acoustic and perceptual assessments of alignment, and to identify any factors which serve as reliable predictors of vocal alignment behavior. suggests interlocutors' F0 converges throughout the interaction with a partner (e.g. Babel & Bulatov, 2011; Gregory & Webster, 1996; Gijssels et al., 2016) . If this interpretation is correct, then the Speakers' behavior during the transition between Task and Post-task would represent a return to baseline immediately upon termination of the interaction. This is supported by the lack of a significant difference between Speakers' Pre-task and Post-task utterances. Prior research has also shown the immediate return to baseline in interaction-based alignment once the interaction ceases (Gijssels et al., 2016) .
Another possible interpretation is that Speakers were changing their F0 for reasons other than alignment. This may make sense considering the lacking main effect of group (see Figure   5 ). Perhaps the methodological differences between the Task and the other two time-periods is sufficient to warrant a change in fundamental frequency. The unique features of the Task, while necessary for the experiment, may allow for such differences in vocal responses. Only in the Task do Speakers believe that they are participating in a live-interaction with a conversational partner (Model). The Task requires Speakers to participate in dialogue whereas the other two time-periods merely consist of monologue as they read off colored-shape pairs from a monitor. It is possible that these differences contribute to the increased F0 observed during the Task. The non-significant difference between the Pre-task and Post-task would make sense considering their fundamentally similar nature.
Yet, there is good reason to believe that alignment did occur. The perceptual results provide support that the difference between the Model's behavior between groups was detectable. The detection of the manipulation manifested in the difference between groups in the Pre-task to Task perceptual comparison (see Figure 6 ). If it were true that no alignment took place, then it must be the case that either a partner's F0 is not critical to changes in Speakers' pitch or that the manipulation was not salient to Speakers during the interaction. The former is unlikely to be true, considering the ample literature supporting F0's role in alignment and its unique presence in one partner's voice leading to greater imitation in the other partner (Babel & Bulatov, 2011) . As for the latter claim, the lack of a main group effect does support the notion that the manipulation itself, or differences between the three conditions, may not have been perceived by Speakers. Perhaps the 10% shift articulated by the Model in the Convergence and Divergence conditions was not sufficient to warrant alignment. This is unlikely, considering that prior research has shown that participants' normal alignment behavior rarely exceeds a change greater than a .10 proportion relative to their partner (Babel & Bulatov, 2011) . Additionally, a five percent shift has been shown to be sufficient to induce alignment (Gijssels et al., 2016) .
One other possibility is that F0 alignment, if such behavior is truly absent, only did not occur because of the Model's atypically low F0. The Model's median pitch prior to any manipulation was 93.4 Hz. This frequency is much lower than most people produce; women typically have a range of 150-300 Hz, whereas men usually fall in the 75-150 Hz range (Weusthoff et al., 2013) . The present study includes Speakers of both sexes. The extremely low Perceptual. Listeners' perception of Speakers as becoming more similar to the Model over time suggests converging behavior (see Figure 6 ). This behavior is consistent with the existing literature on alignment towards a Model when assessed through a perceptual lens (e.g. Miller et al., 2013) . The perceptual measure employed in this experiment required that Listeners make their judgements based upon overall similarity, suggesting that there was convergence when all speech factors were assessed together in a holistic fashion.
The significant difference between groups in the Pre-task to Task perceptual comparisons suggests that there was greater convergence amongst Speakers when the Model Diverged as opposed to Converged (see Figure 6 ). This difference between Speakers' behavior in Convergence and Divergence conditions was expected, albeit in the opposite direction. Gregory and Webster (1996) showed that lower-status dyad members accommodated towards their higher-status counterparts while in conversation. Perhaps the perception of the Model's status was perceived to be higher amongst Speakers in the Divergence condition than in the Convergence condition. If this were the case, Speakers' convergence towards a high-status
Model may have a functional purpose of decreasing social distance between the interlocutors (Giles et al., 1991) . Perhaps the old proverb is true after all: we want what we can't have. The present study reveals a discrepancy in alignment between the two types of analyses! There is a potential for divergence in F0 throughout the conversation when examining alignment through an acoustic lens, however, an increase in perceptual similarity reflects holistic convergence during this same interaction. Regardless of whether Speakers truly diverged from the Model in F0 or if the increased pitch was simply due to the nature of the Task itself, Listeners judged the Speakers to mimic the Model despite the Speakers' deviation in pitch. In turn, there must be some other speech factor(s) which are more salient than F0 to Listeners as they make their similarity judgements. These potential vocal features include, but are not limited to, intensity and rate of speech.
If it is true that the Speakers' increase in fundamental frequency is the result of diverging behavior, then the findings from this study challenge Pickering and Garrod's (2004) Interactive Alignment Model. The common priming mechanism model suggests that alignment for all components of speech occurs through the same process which, in turn, should translate into the same direction of alignment. But this study finds opposing directions of alignment between F0
(acoustic divergence) and other speech factors (perceptual convergence). Gijssels and colleagues (2016) proposed that continuous and discrete levels of speech may have separate mechanisms of alignment. The researchers developed their theory based upon their data which suggested that pitch alignment does not adhere to potential priming criteria such as increased intensity with greater exposure and persistence beyond the termination of the interaction (Gijssels et al., 2016) .
The findings from the present study offers further support for separate mechanisms of alignment.
Differences in the speech factors incorporated in the acoustic and perceptual analyses warrant the inclusion of both when assessing vocal alignment (Miller et al., 2013; Pardo et al., 2013) . This multi-faceted experimental design is supported by the dichotomous findings in the present study. While the acoustic analysis provides a concrete means by which to measure alignment, the perceptual lens reveals a more holistic picture that is more akin to the experiences of people in everyday conversation. Future research should look to isolate the individual factors of speech to develop a hierarchy of vocal characteristics which people use to assess alignment.
Special attention should be paid to the relative importance of discrete and continuous traits.
Aim #3: Predictors of Alignment.
Greater perceived convergence between any two time-periods predicted the same relationship with the third in two of the three comparisons; one of these relationships was significant and the other approached, but narrowly missed, statistical significance (see Table 9 ).
The two positive relationships manifested for the comparisons of Pre-task to Task and Pre-task to Post-task as well as Pre-task to Post-task and Task to Post-task. This suggests that either Listeners' perceived an increase in convergence throughout the experiment from Pre-task to Task to Post-task or that Speakers in the Pre-task sounded substantially more different than they did in the other two time-periods compared to the Model. As for the comparison between Pre-task to Task and Task to Post-task, greater perceived convergence with the former predicted less perceived convergence with the latter. This negative association would emulate the return to baseline effect observed in prior research (Gijssels et al., 2016) .
Neither of the measures concerning Speakers' perception of the Model-friendliness and cooperativeness-were reliable predictors of Listeners' ratings of Speakers' alignment (see Table 8 ). This finding is surprising considering the literature linking increased convergence to positive perceptions of an interlocutor (Babel, 2010) . The contradiction between the findings of the present study and prior research may stem from how perception of a partner is defined. Babel (2010) found the correlation exists between greater convergence and positive social biases of the interlocutor's nationality as measured by an Implicit Association Task. Here, the perceptions of the Model include friendliness and cooperativeness, and these characteristics are rated by Speakers on a Likert scale following completion of the interaction. The lack of a significant relationship in the present study may also be ascribed to Speakers' consistently high ratings of the Model's friendliness and cooperativeness. There were few ratings below the maximum score of five for friendliness, and cooperativeness only received ratings of the maximum score of five.
This makes it is difficult to establish a firm relationship between perception of the Model and alignment. Perhaps a sample where Speakers' ratings of perceived friendliness and cooperativeness consists of a more Gaussian distribution would yield the sought-after relationship. This could be accomplished by either including more Speakers or multiple Models who differ in these characteristics.
The sole personality factor found to predict perceived alignment was Openness to experience (see Table 7 ). It is intriguing that prior research also identifies Openness as the lone Big Five personality factor associated with alignment behavior, however, the relationship was found in the opposite direction (Yu et al., 2013) . Yu and colleagues (2013) found that greater
Openness predicted an increase in converging behavior, rather than a decrease as shown in the current study. The apparent contradiction may in part be attributed to the operationalization of alignment. Yu and colleagues (2013) employ Voice Onset Time as their measurement, whereas a holistic measurement via perceptual judgements is used to identify a relationship with the personality factors in the current study.
Interesting relationships between Openness and perception are not limited to vocal alignment. A study conducted by Antinori and colleagues (2017) asserted that people who exhibit higher Openness are more susceptible to the mixing of two different visual stimuli. In turn, the researchers concluded that more Open participants have a more enhanced perception of visual stimuli relative to their less Open counterparts (Antinori et al., 2017) . A difference in perceptual abilities between more and less Open people may explain the differences in their perceived vocal alignment. Perhaps Speakers with greater Openness notice auditory cues which are inaccessible to those with less Openness. This could lead to a difference in Speakers' own vocalizations which, in turn, can be parsed apart by Listeners. Alternatively, it may be the variance in Openness for the Listeners themselves which may make them more attuned to differences in Speakers' alignment behavior.
Future research should work to uncover the mediating role of Openness in alignment.
Examining the personality factor along with specific speech factors other than fundamental frequency may shed more light on whether Openness is a facilitator of convergence or divergence. Assessing the degree of Openness amongst Listeners in addition to Speakers can parse apart the effects of the personality factor upon produced and perceived speech.
Conclusions
Alignment is a complex multi-faceted phenomenon which is by no means fully understood. The present study utilized a cooperative puzzle building activity which facilitates communication to examine alignment through both acoustic and perceptual lenses. A shift in one conversational partner's pitch revealed that the interlocutor's individual acoustic factors may differ in their direction of alignment within the same utterance despite a perceived uniform shift of either convergence or divergence. Further research is needed to identify a potential hierarchical relationship of speech factors that we use to assess alignment as well as the role of Openness to experience in mediating this relationship. There undoubtedly exists a viable link between alignment in pitch, speech, and general behavior.
